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Rolling out an enterprise collaboration tool like Yammer, Slack, 
Microsoft Teams and Workplace by Facebook is a monumental 
task, but some of the greatest challenges come after adoption. 
As a champion for collaboration at your organization, you might 
be left asking yourself… now what?  

 
In order to prove the value of enterprise collaboration and push 
adoption to the next level, you must illustrate the tangible benefits 
of a digital workplace.   

Whether you’re presenting to your leadership team or working 
with departmental movers and shakers, this guide helps you 
quantify and articulate value to key stakeholders.  
  
 
Quick Note…
 
The purpose of this resource is to help you estimate the potential 
value of your enterprise collaboration investments. It is not a 
guarantee of return-on-your-investment. Only you can control 
the realized value of your enterprise collaboration tools.
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Get Leadership Attention with HOW 
You Articulate Success 
 
Collaboration tools break down silos and increase workplace 
efficiency, which are crucial concerns of most leaders in today’s business.  
To demonstrate tangible value you need to frame the impact in terms 
of your organization’s business goals. 

9

It’s been a great year! What should we plan for next year to make our marketing 
team even stronger? Comment ideas below 

Does anyone else feel uninformed with what’s going on at the company? 
I can’t stand how we are all just supposed to be blindly moving forward 
without knowing what the plan is.

Same, tired of being in the dark.

Yes, wish I had some more insight too!
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UNDERSTAND HOW YOUR DIGITAL WORKPLACE IMPACTS CROSS-
FUNCTIONAL BUSINESS GOALS 
 
Make collaboration metrics—like active usage—meaningful when you 
use those numbers with cross-functional, strategic objectives 
and compared to reliable benchmarks.  
 
Measured Impacts of Enterprise Collaboration
•   Productivity: Enterprise social networking tools could boost productivity 

by as much as 25% (McKinsey)
•   Turnover: Enterprise collaboration reduces employee turnover by 10% 

(Forrester)
•   Retention: Enterprise collaboration results in a 24% more efficient 

onboarding process (Forrester)

Executives want to see improvement on these. In order to show impact, 
it’s simply a matter of setting basline metrics and having the tools you need 
to measure them effectively.

For example, if your internal communications team wants to increase the 
number of employees who feel connected to their company, identify a 
benchmark that strikes the heart of that challenge. Internal pre-rollout data 
is preferable, but external data will get the job done. In this scenario, 
a poll conducted by Gallup found that 74% of employees feel they’re out 
of the loop with company news. Using this example, if you can quantitatively 
demonstrate how enterprise collaboration reduces the time for an 
announcement to reach all employees, you are on your way to success.

https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/technology-media-and-telecommunications/our-insights/the-social-economy
https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/technology-media-and-telecommunications/our-insights/the-social-economy
https://scontent-ort2-1.xx.fbcdn.net/v/t39.8562-6/67871105_399420040682550_6158950164359806976_n.pdf?_nc_cat=110&_nc_oc=AQnBkV0RHXcST12k-ORiXL95S-lBp44lgZm9xWFXBe1s12EX995xL1bWX--z_0TSFWs&_nc_ht=scontent-ort2-1.xx&oh=f2dac1ec5d8e742e4e9f7f5a2ae0ce33&oe=5E271E2F
https://scontent-ort2-1.xx.fbcdn.net/v/t39.8562-6/67871105_399420040682550_6158950164359806976_n.pdf?_nc_cat=110&_nc_oc=AQnBkV0RHXcST12k-ORiXL95S-lBp44lgZm9xWFXBe1s12EX995xL1bWX--z_0TSFWs&_nc_ht=scontent-ort2-1.xx&oh=f2dac1ec5d8e742e4e9f7f5a2ae0ce33&oe=5E271E2F
https://scontent-ort2-1.xx.fbcdn.net/v/t39.8562-6/67871105_399420040682550_6158950164359806976_n.pdf?_nc_cat=110&_nc_oc=AQnBkV0RHXcST12k-ORiXL95S-lBp44lgZm9xWFXBe1s12EX995xL1bWX--z_0TSFWs&_nc_ht=scontent-ort2-1.xx&oh=f2dac1ec5d8e742e4e9f7f5a2ae0ce33&oe=5E271E2F
https://www.slideshare.net/DynamicSignal/12-stats-that-prove-internal-communications-must-evolve
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MEASURE AND ARTICULATE ACTIVE DIGITAL WORKPLACE 
ENGAGEMENT 
 
In order to articulate the value that enterprise collaboration brings, 
you must firstly demonstrate that employees actively use the tool 
to communicate with each other. Basic evidence of engagement 
doesn’t just show that people use the tool, it shows that data is created 
by its use and holds the potential to provide deeper insights.  

No matter which enterprise collaboration platform your organization uses, 
there are simple ways to find active user numbers. Active usage statistics 
are valuable as a standalone metric, but they also make calculating the ROI 
of enterprise collaboration much more effective.  Workplace by Facebook 
provides usage insights to all organizations using their paid product, Yammer 
and Teams offer activity reports, and Slack has an extensive analytics 
dashboard. Take advantage of these resources to get the ball rolling on 
proving engagement. 

https://www.facebook.com/help/work/807043472738394/?helpref=hc_fnav
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/admin/activity-reports/yammer-activity-report?view=o365-worldwide
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/teams-analytics-and-reports/teams-usage-report
https://slack.com/help/articles/218407447-View-your-Slack-analytics-dashboard
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Connect Enterprise Collaboration 
Outcomes to the Bottom Line 
 
If you want to unlock the true value of a digital workplace for your 
organization, full buy-in from your leadership team is a necessity. This 
means you need to frame success in a way that makes key stakeholders 
pay attention: the impact of collaboration on the bottom line.

The following three formulas calculate the impact of collaboration 
on onboarding costs, hiring costs and communication costs.

1  Onboarding Cost Reduction Due to Collaboration

2  Annual Reduction in Hiring Costs Due to Collaboration

3   Cost Avoidance of Decreased Productivity Due to Collaboration
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• Number of Employees

Active usage is a critical piece of this formula because employers can only 
reap the benefits of enterprise collaboration if employees are using the 
platforms.

•  Active Usage Percent

•  Average Cost to Onboard Employee 
 Don’t have this number?  
Training Magazine estimates that it costs $986 to onboard a new employee.

Onboarding Cost Reduction Due to Collaboration

Cost Reduction = Employee Count 

x Active Usage Percent 

x Onboarding Cost Per Employee  

x 10%

REQUIRED INPUTS:Why 10%?
Forrester reports 
that enterprise 
collaboration can 
reduce employee 
turnover by 10%.

MEASURING COLLABORATION IMPACT ON ONBOARDING COSTS 
 
Nothing is certain in life except death, taxes, and onboarding costs. There’s 
no avoiding them completely, but with the right strategy they don’t have 
to create such a burden. Training Magazine estimates that it costs $986 
to onboard a new employee.  

Forrester reports that Workplace by Facebook can reduce employee 
turnover by 10% and Microsoft Teams can reduce employee turnover 
by 11.8%. With decreased turnover, you can expect to onboard fewer 
employees that would replace those roles.

https://blog.smarp.com/what-is-the-true-cost-of-poor-employee-communication
https://www.facebook.com/workplace/rc/ebook/total-economic-impact-report
https://www.facebook.com/workplace/rc/ebook/total-economic-impact-report
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/blog/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2019/04/Total-Economic-Impact-Microsoft-Teams.pdf
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/blog/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2019/04/Total-Economic-Impact-Microsoft-Teams.pdf
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/blog/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2019/04/Total-Economic-Impact-Microsoft-Teams.pdf
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MEASURING COLLABORATION IMPACT ON HIRING COSTS 
 
It’s no secret that finding talent is expensive. SHRM estimates that 
the average cost-per-hire is a staggering $4,129. With a number like that, 
a significant reduction in employee turnover has a very real impact on the 
bottom line. 

Again, Forrester reports that Workplace by Facebook can reduce employee 
turnover by 10% and Microsoft Teams can reduce employee turnover 
by 11.8%. With this data point, you can calculate a reduction in annual hiring 
costs due to decreased turnover. 

• Number of Employees

•  Active Usage Percent 
Active usage is a critical piece of this formula because employers can only 
reap the benefits of enterprise collaboration if employees are using the 
platforms.

•  Average Cost to Hire Employee 
 Don’t have this number?  
SHRM estimates that it costs $4,129 to hire a new employee.

Annual Reduction in Hiring Costs Due to Collaboration

Cost Reduction = Employee Count 

x Active Usage Percent 

x Average Cost to Hire One Employee  

x 10%

REQUIRED INPUTS:Why 10%?
Forrester reports 
that enterprise 
collaboration can 
reduce employee 
turnover by 10%.

https://www.shrm.org/about-shrm/press-room/press-releases/pages/human-capital-benchmarking-report.aspx
https://www.facebook.com/workplace/rc/ebook/total-economic-impact-report
https://www.facebook.com/workplace/rc/ebook/total-economic-impact-report
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/blog/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2019/04/Total-Economic-Impact-Microsoft-Teams.pdf
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/blog/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2019/04/Total-Economic-Impact-Microsoft-Teams.pdf
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/blog/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2019/04/Total-Economic-Impact-Microsoft-Teams.pdf
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MEASURING COLLABORATION IMPACT ON PRODUCTIVITY COSTS 
 
Time spent sharing knowledge and communicating with one another is 
incredibly expensive. Employees spend up to 80% of their time at work 
communicating—that’s 32 hours out of a 40 hour work week!  
 
However, efficient, real-time communication can increase employee 
productivity by up to 25% according to a study by McKinsey. Understand  
the financial impacts of leveraging collaboration to decrease the amount 
of time employees spend looking for knowledge, thereby increasing 
productivity.  By considering an average salary of  USD $47,060, you can 
calculate the total reduced cost when your organization invests in tools 
that decrease communication ineffeciencies. 

• Number of Employees

•  Active Usage Percent 
Active usage is a critical piece of this formula because employers can only 
reap the benefits of enterprise collaboration if employees are using the 
platforms.

•  Average Employee Salary 
 Don’t have this number?  
The average US salary is $47,060

Cost Avoidance of Decreased Productivity Due to Collaboration

Cost Reduction = Employee Count 

x Active Usage Percent 

x Average Employee Salary 

x 25%

REQUIRED INPUTS:Why 25%?
McKinsey estimates 
that efficient, real-time 
communications can 
increase employee 
productivity by up 
to 25%.

i’m so glad you asked - we recently reorganized everything. I’ll have Joe 
send you our Q1 reports this afternoon.

hey! do you know where the 2017 audit report is saved? need it for a YoY 
growth report and I can’t find it anywhere!

Perfect! Thank you so much!

TS

MD

TS

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1111/j.1460-2466.1972.tb00141.x
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1111/j.1460-2466.1972.tb00141.x
https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/technology-media-and-telecommunications/our-insights/the-social-economy
https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/technology-media-and-telecommunications/our-insights/the-social-economy
https://www.thebalancecareers.com/average-salary-information-for-us-workers-2060808
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Understand the Value of Managed 
Collaboration 

One of the greatest areas for potential ROI from collaboration 
tools is through risk management. The ease and flexibility of cloud 
applications led to their rise across the workforce. Various free 
or inexpensive applications are easy to spin up, but IT can’t monitor, 
secure or control company data if they don’t know which applications 
employees use.
 
Sanctioned enterprise collaboration helps employees work faster 
and more efficiently, as many other cloud applications do, but also 
makes it possible for infosecurity leaders to protect sensitive data 
in digital workplace environments. 
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Hi Sam, the pw is ***********AZ

Can you send me the budget with the 2020 
executive comp forecast?

CY

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL – M&A.PDFBW

M & A . P D F
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USE ENTERPRISE COLLABORATION TO REDUCE THE COST 
OF A DATA BREACH 
 
IBM released an extensive report in May 2019 on the costs of data breaches, 
and those findings informed the following recommendations. Use these 
approaches to ease the concerns of wary infosecurity leaders. 
 
Participate in threat sharing: Threat sharing is an important practice when 
mitigating the aftermath of a breach. This is the process of communicating 
risks with others in your organization and industry to finesse your insider 
threat detection practices in the digital workplace.  Leverage a content 
monitoring solution that surfaces shared sensitive content.  
 
Estimated Cost Reduction Per Breached Record: $9.27

Use security analytics: The use of data to proactively identify 
and respond to areas of risk can affect the cost of breach dramatically. 
When it comes to enterprise collaboration, finding embedded threats poses 
a challenge due to the unstructured data sets: messages, images and files. 
Use a collaboration-first monitoring and analytics solution that uses natural 
language processing to interpret the potential risk level of shared content.  

Estimated Cost Reduction Per Breached Record: $7.68

Use artificial intelligence: Leverege artificial intelligence and machine 
learning to create automation that monitors employee communications 
24/7. This saves infosecurity hours and creates an objective filter for insider 
threat identification. 

Estimated Cost Reduction Per Breached Record: $8.97

https://www.ibm.com/downloads/cas/ZBZLY7KL?_ga=2.90903769.2131450761.1571359721-1386529504.1570754790
https://www.ibm.com/downloads/cas/ZBZLY7KL?_ga=2.90903769.2131450761.1571359721-1386529504.1570754790
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Data classification schema: Data classification schema helps surface 
the sensitive and confidential information that is vulnerable to breach 
and reduce the volume of such information. Configure a rules-based 
enterprise collaboration  monitoring solution with categorized policies 
such as sensitivity and criticality.

Estimated Cost Reduction Per Breached Record: $5.11 
 
Data loss prevention (DLP):  Companies leverage DLPs to prevent sharing 
of sensitive or critical information outside the corporate network or in 
unsanctioned areas.  This comes into play with external networks like multi-
company groups in Workplace or external messaging in Yammer. Leverage 
monitoring solutions to identify instances of unauthorized data sharing.

Estimated Cost Reduction Per Breached Record: $6.91

Employee Training: Educate employees on secure sharing practices 
and empower them to take action if a data breach occurs. Educate workers 
in real-time with a monitoring solution that identifies risky content sharing 
and automatically coaches employees on how to handle information 
appropriately . 

Estimated Cost Reduction Per Breached Record: $10.31
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• Number of Shared Messages Per Year
This is calculated by multiplying the number of senstitive messages 
by the likelihood of a breach.

•  Estimated Cost Reduction Per Breached Record

•  Why 0.66%?
This is the likelihood of a breach of sensitive information from filesharing 
and collaboration. IBM reported that organizations have a 29.6% of breach 
over 2 years (14.8% for 1 year). We multiply that by 4.43%, which McAfee 
reports is the percent of messages that contain sensitive information.

Annual Reduction in Data Breach Costs Due to Managed Collaboration

Cost Reduction = Number of Shared Messages per Year 

x  Estimated Cost Reduction 
per Breached Record

x 0.66%

REQUIRED INPUTS:Why 0.66%?
This is your estimated 
likelihood of a sensitive 
information breach in 
one year.
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According to IBM, organizations have a 29.6% likelihood to experience 
a breach over a two-year period. Data breaches are a tough reality, so it’s 
crucial that organizations consider the sensitive data living in their digital 
workplaces. A study from McAfee shows that over 4% of all messages 
shared in collaboration contain sensitive data.

FORMULA REFERENCE

Participate in threat sharing $9.27

Use security analysis $7.68

Use artificial intelligence $8.97

Data classification schema $5.11

Data loss prevention (DLP) $6.91

Employee training $10.31

Estimated cost reduction 
per breached record

TOTAL

https://www.ibm.com/downloads/cas/ZBZLY7KL?_ga=2.90903769.2131450761.1571359721-1386529504.1570754790
https://www.ibm.com/downloads/cas/ZBZLY7KL?_ga=2.90903769.2131450761.1571359721-1386529504.1570754790
https://www.mcafee.com/enterprise/en-us/assets/skyhigh/white-papers/cloud-adoption-risk-report-2019.pdf
https://www.mcafee.com/enterprise/en-us/assets/skyhigh/white-papers/cloud-adoption-risk-report-2019.pdf
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USE ENTERPRISE COLLABORATION TO AVOID COSTS CAUSED 
BY TOXIC EMPLOYEES 
 
Despite the importance of company culture, human resource teams often have 
an opaque view into its actual state. Collaboration tools create a treasure trove 
of data that human resources teams can leverage to achieve goals. 
 
According to a study by Cornerstone OnDemand, 3-5% of all employees meet 
the criteria for termination due to toxic behavior. These toxic employees are 
expensive and harmful to brand reputations. A study by Harvard Business 
School estimates a cost of $12,489 to replace a toxic worker, as well as the 
surrounding employees who left voluntarily in response to a toxic team member. 
Furthermore, research shows that a toxic employee has a 30% impact on the 
productivity of the 20 employees closest to them. 
 
However, collecting sufficient hard evidence to rationalize firing a toxic employee 
can prove difficult. As employee communications move onto digital platforms, 
uncovering evidence becomes easier. Whether it’s discovering harassment 
or identifying consistently negative behavior on enterprise collaboration 
platforms, human resource teams can leverage third-party monitoring solutions 
and revolutionize the way they identify and deal with toxic employees.
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She’s such an idiot. Watch me humiliate her 
in this next meeting.

DT

I found a way to cheat the travel system - I’m about 
to circle the world in style.

SM

If you tell anyone about this, I’ll make sure you’re fired.JB

https://www.cornerstoneondemand.com/sites/default/files/thank-you/file-to-download/csod-wp-toxic-employees-032015_0.pdf
https://www.cornerstoneondemand.com/sites/default/files/thank-you/file-to-download/csod-wp-toxic-employees-032015_0.pdf
https://www.hbs.edu/faculty/Publication%20Files/16-057_d45c0b4f-fa19-49de-8f1b-4b12fe054fea.pdf
https://www.hbs.edu/faculty/Publication%20Files/16-057_d45c0b4f-fa19-49de-8f1b-4b12fe054fea.pdf
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A Active usage is a critical piece of this formula because employees can only reap the benefits of enterprise collaboration 
if they are using the platforms.

BCornerstone OnDemand reports that 3-5% of all employees meet the criteria for termination due to toxic behavior
C The Harvard Business School estimates that the cost of onboarding replacement of a toxic worker, as well as voluntary 

turnover of surrounding workers, is $12,489. This doesn’t include litigation, regulatory penalty or reduced employee morale.
D A toxic employee has a 30% impact on the productivity of the 20 employees to whom they work closest (How, When, And Why Bad 

Apples Spoil the Barrel: Negative Group Members and Dysfunctional Groups,” by Will Felps, Terence R. Mitchell, and Eliza Byington).
EAverage annual salary in the US is $47,060 according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics

• Number of Employees 

•  Active Usage Percent

Avoidance of Toxic Employee Costs Due to Managed Collaboration

Toxic Users = Number of Employees 

x  Active Usage Percent

x 5%

REQUIRED INPUTS:Why 5%?
Cornerstone OnDemand 
reports that 3-5% of all 
employees meet the 
criteria for termination 
due to toxic behavior
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•  Cost of Onboarding Replacement for Toxic Worker 
The Harvard Business School estimates that the cost of onboarding workers, 
is $12,489. This doesn’t include litigation, regulatory penalty or reduced 
employee morale. 

•  Average Salary 
Average annual salary in the US is $47,060 according to the Bureau 
of Labor Statistics

Cost Reduction =

REQUIRED INPUTS:Why $12,489?
The Harvard Business 
School estimates that 
the cost of onboarding 
replacement of a toxic 
worker, as well as voluntary 
turnover of surrounding 
workers, is $12,489. This 
doesn’t include litigation, 
regulatory penalty or 
reduced employee morale.

Why 6?
A ‘toxicity multiplier’ 
captures the monetary 
impact of a toxic employee 
on their colleagues around 
them.

A toxic employee has a 30% impact on the productivity of the 
20 employees to whom they work closest. (How, When, And 
Why Bad E Apples Spoil the Barrel: Negative Group Members 
and Dysfunctional Groups,” by Will Felps, Terence R. Mitchell, 
and Eliza Byington). 

To make the formula simpler, 20 full-time salaries multiplied 
by 30% equals a multiplier of six.

Number of Toxic Users 
x  $12,489
 
Number of Toxic Users 
x Average Salary 
x 6
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Calculate Enterprise Collaboration ROI 

While enterprise collaboration isn’t a revenue driver per se, there are 
two tangible ways the digital workplace impacts the bottom line, as 
outlined previously: cost reduction and cost avoidance.
 
Use the formulas provided earlier in the guide to calculate a total 
estimated impact of your enterprise collaboration. Divide that by your 
annual investment to get the quantitative return on your investment.
 
This calculation connects dollars your organization spent with tangible 
dollars of value delivered. Presenting a research-backed ROI metric 
to your leadership will reliably answer the question: was enterprise 

collaboration worth our investment?
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A Simple Enterprise Collaboration ROI Formula

Simple ROI Formula = Cost Reduction 

+  Cost Avoidance

Annual Investment
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Onboarding Cost Reduction Due to Collaboration

Cost Reduction = Employee Count 

x Active Usage Percent 

x Onboarding Cost Per Employee  

x 10%

A Active usage is a critical piece of this formula because employees can only reap the benefits of enterprise collaboration 
if they are using the platforms.

BCornerstone OnDemand reports that 3-5% of all employees meet the criteria for termination due to toxic behavior
C The Harvard Business School estimates that the cost of onboarding replacement of a toxic worker, as well as voluntary 

turnover of surrounding workers, is $12,489. This doesn’t include litigation, regulatory penalty or reduced employee morale.
D A toxic employee has a 30% impact on the productivity of the 20 employees to whom they work closest (How, When, And Why Bad 

Apples Spoil the Barrel: Negative Group Members and Dysfunctional Groups,” by Will Felps, Terence R. Mitchell, and Eliza Byington).
EAverage annual salary in the US is $47,060 according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics

Avoidance of Toxic Employee Costs Due to Managed Collaboration

Toxic Users = Number of Employees 

x  Active Usage Percent

x 5%

Cost Avoidance =

A Simple Enterprise Collaboration ROI Formula

Simple ROI Formula = Cost Reduction 

+  Cost Avoidance

Annual Investment

Annual Reduction in Data Breach Costs Due to Managed Collaboration

Cost Avoidance = Number of Shared Messages per Year 

x  Estimated Cost Reduction 
per Breached Record

x 0.66%

Cost Avoidance of Decreased Productivity Due to Collaboration

Cost Reduction = Employee Count 

x Active Usage Percent 

x Average Employee Salary 

x 25%

Annual Reduction in Hiring Costs Due to Collaboration

Cost Reduction = Employee Count 

x Active Usage Percent 

x Average Cost to Hire One Employee  

x 10%

See page 14 for cost reduction per breached record

Number of Toxic Users 
x  $12,489

Number of Toxic Users 
x Average Salary 
x 6
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Maximize Your Digital Workplace 
Investment with Aware Risk Management 
& Insights 
 
Enterprise collaboration offers endless benefits for your organization, 
but achieving those benefits requires more than rolling out a new platform 
and calling it a day. 
 
At Aware, we believe so strongly in this untapped potential that we 
created a solution which provides automated governance, compliance 
and qualitative insights for enterprise collaboration platforms. 
 
Aware seamlessly integrates with Slack, Yammer, Microsoft Teams, 
and Workplace by Facebook. The solution delivers exceptional visibility 
into shared employee content (both private and public); enables 
compliance with regulations such as the GDPR, HIPAA, and FINRA; 
and facilitates safe collaboration by monitoring shared files and materials 
for insider threats, harassment and more.
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FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT:

AwareHQ.com
For up-to-date details on products, case studies and blog posts.

Twitter | @Aware_HQ
Get timely articles and conversations around collaboration and security.

LinkedIn | linkedin.com/company/AwareHQ
Follow for networking opportunities, job openings and industry news.

Press Contact | marketing@AwareHQ.com
Reach out for anything you need to report on Aware.

https://www.awarehq.com

